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INTRODUCTION
Research in the field of embodied cognition is occupied with a variety of research questions
stemming from the idea that cognition is deeply connected with bodily aspects such as perception
and action (Barsalou, 1999, 2008). However, some embodiment studies have been identified to
exhibit problems such as non-replicable results (Lakens, 2014). With this article, we wish to
accomplish three aims: exemplifying ways of categorizing embodied cognition research in an
informative manner; providing guidelines on how to identify problematic study designs; suggesting
solutions for potentially problematic designs.
Within the field of embodied cognition, several aspects are investigated as outlined by Wilson
(2002). One example for embodiment mentioned by Wilson (2002) is gesturing (for an overview
on gesturing, see Hostetter and Alibali, 2008). Embodied cognition theory can be used to analyze
the relation between gestures andmental processes (e.g., Hostetter and Alibali, 2008). Furthermore,
there is a debate around the question whether language and meaning are grounded in perceptual
contents experienced through the body (e.g., Borghi et al., 2004; for an overview on grounded
cognition, see Barsalou, 2010). Besides research on cognition, principles of embodied cognition
have been applied to fields such as social psychology (see Meier et al., 2012, for an overview) and
educational psychology (see Paas and Sweller, 2012, for an overview). For instance, research on
embodiment in the context of social cognition has provided evidence for the claim that bodily
sensations such as weight can alter judgments on importance (e.g., Ackerman et al., 2010). In
educational psychology, one application of embodiment theory is the design of interactive learning
environments (e.g., Johnson-Glenberg et al., 2014).
In response to the current replication crisis in psychology (for discussions, see Pashler and
Wagenmakers, 2012; Maxwell et al., 2015), several solutions have been proposed to improve the
quality of psychological research (e.g., Chambers, 2013; Simons, 2014; LeBel, 2015; for overviews,
see Ferguson, 2015; Zwaan et al., 2017). Benjamin et al. (2018) argue for a change of the standard
0.05 alpha level and instead support to lower the default alpha value for novel findings in the field
of psychology to 0.005. Importantly, the sample size and power of studies have been described as
pivotal contributors to replicable results (Fraley and Vazire, 2014).
Multiple types of embodied cognition research are facing the problem of delivering non-
replicable results as discussed in the literature (e.g., Rabelo et al., 2015). Perugini et al. (2014)
present a method for the calculation of sample sizes for replication studies and confirmatory
research that takes into account that observed effect sizes may be inaccurate estimates. They suggest
to conduct sample size calculations using an effect size that is based on the lower bounds of the
confidence interval computed for an observed effect size (Perugini et al., 2014). Another method
is presented by Simonsohn (2015), who makes the argument that sample size calculations for
replication studies should not merely use the effect sizes reported in the original research that is
to be replicated. He explains that by increasing the sample size by the factor of 2.5, a replication
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study can be used to assess whether an effect is too small to have
been appropriately captured in the original study (Simonsohn,
2015). This method has already been used in a recent replication
study on embodied cognition effects (Ronay et al., 2017).
We suggest to use one of the aforementioned methods of
sample size calculation for studies involving embodiment-based
manipulation types that are known for potential problems. In the
following, we will present three important aspects that can be
used to check whether an embodied cognition study design will
need amendments such as an increased sample size.
IDENTIFYING PROBLEMATIC
EMBODIMENT RESEARCH
We wish to present three ways of assessing embodied cognition
research: (1) categorization in reference to the dimensions of
bodily engagement and task integration (based on Skulmowski
and Rey, 2018); (2) categorization using the directness of an
embodiment manipulation (based on ideas presented by Lee
and Schwarz, 2014); (3) considering moderators and boundary
conditions (based on Fay and Maner, 2015; see also, e.g., Maglio
and Trope, 2012; Kaspar et al., 2016; Skulmowski and Rey,
2017a).
Bodily Engagement and Task Integration
Skulmowski and Rey (2018) presented a taxonomy of embodied
learning research that hinges upon the two dimensions bodily
engagement and task integration. They define low levels of
bodily engagement as tasks with only minor bodily movement
that occurs while sitting (Skulmowski and Rey, 2018). High
levels of bodily engagement are considered to be tasks in which
locomotion or other extensive forms of bodily movement are
required (Skulmowski and Rey, 2018). Skulmowski and Rey
(2018) ground the notion of task integration in Wilson and
Golonka’s (2013) characterization of embodied cognition as a
task-bound utilization of bodily resources. In the taxonomy of
Skulmowski and Rey (2018), incidentalmanipulations are said to
be reliant on cues that alter cognitive variables while Skulmowski
and Rey (2018) state integrated manipulations to be strongly
intertwined with tasks.
Although the taxonomy of Skulmowski and Rey (2018) is
mainly focused on embodied learning, in this paper we highlight
applications of this taxonomy to decisions concerning virtually
all types of embodied cognition research. Most importantly,
Skulmowski and Rey (2018) discuss how the power of a study
can be affected by the location of the study on the matrix
of their taxonomy. By comparing the results of two study
series utilizing similar types of incidental weight manipulations
in a learning task (Alban and Kelley, 2013; Skulmowski and
Rey, 2017a), Skulmowski and Rey (2018) conclude that a
higher degree of bodily engagement can increase effect sizes.
Turning to the factor of task integration, based on studies
such as Mavilidi et al. (2015), Skulmowski and Rey (2018)
state that integrated embodied learning manipulations have
led to better learning results compared to non-integrated
forms in which an embodiment manipulation does not have
a connection to the learning contents. Based on these two
conclusions regarding the two dimensions of the taxonomy,
we derive the assumption that embodied cognition research
may in general thought to be most robust when both the level
of bodily engagement and the degree of task integration are
high. Conversely, as stated by Skulmowski and Rey (2018),
incidental manipulations with minor bodily engagement can
lead to smaller effects. In addition, such designs may even
result in non-reproducible effects (e.g., Rabelo et al., 2015).
However, we emphasize that meta-analyses are necessary to
provide concrete evidence concerning the relation between
the robustness of results and the location on the grid of
the 2 × 2 taxonomy (i.e., low bodily engagement + high
task integration and high bodily engagement + low task
integration). In sum, study designs which are low both in bodily
engagement and task integration according to the taxonomy of
Skulmowski and Rey (2018) should be considered as potentially
problematic.
Categorization Based on Directness
Besides embodiment studies that are focused on tasks, others
revolve around metaphor-based effects and priming (Wilson
and Golonka, 2013). An appropriate way to categorize this
type of study relies on the directness of the embodiment
manipulation as defined by Lee and Schwarz (2014). Lee and
Schwarz (2014) discuss embodied cognition studies based on
Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) metaphor model of cognition.
Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) theory states that conceptual
knowledge heavily relies on metaphors and that cognitive
processes are influenced by the body. Lee and Schwarz (2014)
summarize several metaphoric relations that have been utilized
in embodied cognition research, such as the idea that “fishy”
smells are connected to the feeling of suspicion based on
the corresponding metaphorical relation found in the English
language (they cite Lee and Schwarz, 2012, as an example).
In addition, Lee and Schwarz (2014) present several types of
embodiment studies (see Skulmowski and Rey, 2017a, for a
discussion of these types). Lee and Schwarz (2014) acknowledge
that there are embodiment effects not relying on metaphors,
such as physiological effects, and call them “[d]irect, non-
metaphoric effects” (p. 100, italics removed). Furthermore,
among other types, they describe metaphor-based studies which
affect judgments based on how the perception of a setting is
manipulated by bodily, metaphor-based influences (Lee and
Schwarz, 2014). In addition, Lee and Schwarz (2014) point
out that there are metaphor-based embodiment effects that
depend on participants’ lack of awareness of the embodiment
manipulation. It needs to be noted that Lee and Schwarz (2014)
discuss these aspects as they relate to incidental study designs
with a focus on the field of decision-making. However, we
want to generalize certain aspects of their overview for the
entire field of embodied cognition research. Embodied cognition
research could be viewed on a continuum ranging from direct
effects as defined by Lee and Schwarz (2014) to indirect effects
(comparable to the metaphorical effects described by Lee and
Schwarz, 2014).
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Lakens (2014) reviews several failed replication attempts
that match the criteria for indirect effects and concludes that
one may have doubts concerning such types of embodiment
studies. In line with Laken’s (2014) statements, we support
the idea that studies falling on the indirect end of the
spectrum should use larger sample sizes. Generally speaking,
there have been several criticisms directed toward study
designs involving metaphor-based manipulations (e.g., Lakens,
2014; Pecher, 2017; Skulmowski and Rey, 2017a). Based on
these grounds, we argue to treat such designs as potentially
problematic.
Adjustments Based on Moderating Factors
and Boundary Conditions
Fay and Maner (2015) recently used moderating factors and
boundary conditions as an explanation for the non-replicability
of certain embodiment effects. According to their view, instances
in which findings concerning embodiment manipulations were
not replicable may be the result of moderators or boundary
conditions that were not considered (Fay and Maner, 2015).
Therefore, they argue for giving more thought to moderators
and boundary conditions in embodiment research (Fay and
Maner, 2015). Recent examples include the moderating factor
gender (e.g., Kaspar et al., 2016) as well as the effects of the
cognitive mode activated during a task (Maglio and Trope, 2012;
Skulmowski and Rey, 2017a).
In addition, it should be noted that some types of measures are
more appropriate for embodied cognition research than others
(Meier et al., 2012), for example when assessing cognitive load
(Skulmowski and Rey, 2017b). In sum, researchers should be
aware of potential moderators and boundary conditions when
planning their embodiment studies.
CONCLUSION
In light of the current controversy surrounding the replicability
of psychological science, we wish to emphasize a variety of aspects
that may warrant a higher sample size or other amendments to
embodied cognition study designs. One method of assessment
concerns the degree of bodily engagement and the extent
to which an embodiment manipulation affects how a task
can be solved as described by Skulmowski and Rey (2018).
Another method of categorizing studies presented in this paper
is a continuum between direct and indirect effects (based on
theoretical considerations of Lee and Schwarz, 2014). As outlined
above, strengthening the factor of bodily engagement may
increase effect sizes (Skulmowski and Rey, 2018). Lastly, we
emphasized that embodied cognition study designs should check
for moderating effects and boundary conditions as studies (e.g.,
Skulmowski and Rey, 2017a) have demonstrated that even strong
bodily manipulations need to be directed at suitable processing
modes. These three factors clearly are not an exhaustive list
of factors that need to be kept in mind when planning an
embodied cognition study. However, we argue that the three
aspects discussed in this paper may help to identify potentially
problematic study designs; and that using one of the methods
described by Perugini et al. (2014) and Simonsohn (2015) could
help to improve embodiment research. Additional research needs
to be done to determine more precise guidelines based on meta-
analyses that could be grounded in the models presented in this
paper.
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